PRIVACY STATEMENT & TERMS

AMEA

1. Privacy

The responsible party for the websites https://www.ameaglobal.org/, their subdomains, or any other AMEA related website(s) (hereafter referred to as Websites) is:

AMEA
Keizersgracht 127
1015CJ Amsterdam
The Netherlands
Chamber of Commerce number: 65992792

Hereafter referred to as AMEA.

This privacy statement explains for which purposes AMEA processes personal data and outlines which measures have been taken to ensure that such processing complies with the Dutch Data Protection Act (Wet Bescherming Persoonsgegevens, hereafter the ‘DDPA’) In addition to this privacy statement the Disclaimer, the General Terms and Conditions and the Terms of Use are also applicable to the Websites. The Disclaimer and the Terms of Use can be found on the Websites. AMEA strongly recommends you to take note of these as well.

2. Processing and retention of personal data by AMEA

AMEA will not collect any more personal data than reasonably required in the relationship between you and AMEA for the purpose to inform you about the use of the Websites and/or the subscription for a membership for the Services (as described and defined in the Terms of Service) and/or because of an obligation by law or to the extent that explicit prior consent has been obtained from you. Personal data will not be saved any longer than necessary for the purpose for which it is processed.

In order to access certain parts of the Websites, you are required to provide personal data (such as identification or contact details) for the registration process for the Services, or as part of your continued use of the Services (such as for the subscription for a membership). If you do not provide the requested information, some features of the Websites may not be available to you. You agree that any (registration) information you give to AMEA will always be accurate, correct and up to date.

AMEA may use your personal data for purposes such as:

- enable you to access (certain parts of) the Websites;
- concluding agreements such as membership agreements; and/or
• selectively sending you information that may be of interest to you;
• automatic monitoring of statistical information to determine how the Websites are being used;

In addition to the above, AMEA must provide your personal data to the extent required in, or in connection with, any legal proceeding and to authorities at their request. AMEA also releases account and other personal information when we believe such release is appropriate in conjunction with the Websites, Terms of Use and other agreements or to protect the rights, property or safety of the Websites, our users or others.

3. Cookies

The Websites may use cookies. A cookie is technology that allows our Websites to store tokens of information (an identifier) in your browser used only by our Websites while you are on our Websites. Cookies serve to help AMEA to track traffic patterns to optimize the use of our Websites. We also receive and store any information you enter on the Websites or you provide us in any other way. When opening the homepage of the site, you will be informed about our cookie policy and prompted to either enable or disable cookies. It is possible to disable the use of cookies in your browser at a later stage. If you disable cookies, you will not be able to fully experience all features and/or functionalities of the Websites.

4. Executing your rights under the DDPA

If you wish to obtain information about your personal data processed by AMEA or if you wish to correct or retrieve your personal data, please contact info@ameaglobal.org. We will react on your request within 4 weeks after receipt of the request. AMEA may request a contribution for the costs involved, subject to a maximum of € 5.00 (2017) according to the DDPA per request to cover administration costs.

5. Stop AMEA from contacting me via e-mail in the future

If you have previously subscribed to one of AMEA mailing services by ‘opting in’ when provided with this option, and you wish to unsubscribe for such mailings, you may unsubscribe (‘opt out’) on the same webpage where you subscribed.

6. Third party links

The Websites may contain links to other (third party) websites that are not governed by this privacy statement. AMEA is not responsible for the content that may be on such linked websites or the manner in which such websites obtain or use your personal information. AMEA cannot make representations or warranties regarding how user data is stored or used on third party servers.

Information you provide through the Websites is subject to AMEA Terms of Use. For information about AMEA Terms of Use, click here.
7. Amendments to this privacy statement

AMEA may change this privacy statement from time to time, and such changes will be posted here, so please review this privacy statement periodically.
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